
 

Blind faith? 

As a firm of senior institutional bankers, with 85 years combined transaction experienced across all manner of financial 

instruments and industries, we are perturbed by the herd mentality of ‘sophisticated’ investors. Particularly when it comes to 

venture capital (VC) and private equity (PE). 

Is a 1.8x return sufficient for an asset class in which more than 1 in every 4 investments are impaired? Or how about a 2.4x return 

for an asset class in which 2 in every 5 investments are impaired? And this assumes that those asset classes are diversified across 

a multiplicity of industries and geographies. 

Based on historic performance, these are the respective propositions of PE and VC (see below table). They do not align with the 

2-4x return over 3-5 years that PE propagate, nor the “super gains” touted by VC. Yet investors continue to blindly conform to 

these self-promoting and self-serving models, nominal investment criteria inclusive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Herd instinct in finance is the phenomenon where 

investors follow what they perceive other investors 

are doing, rather than their own analysis. 

Investopedia 



Speculate, aggregate, or innovate? 

Common sense suggests that developing and testing business strategies in situ with clients and relationship networks must be 

better than relying on transitory market trends or superficial industry statistics to validate subjective forecasts. In this context, 

current VC and PE models are inherently flawed.  

venture capital 

VC pursue technologies that are readily deployable because VC generally has minimal industrial experience or operational 

expertise. The thesis being to invest small amounts of capital in several easy to scale information and communication 

technology, medtech, cleantech, or fintech start-ups, and hope that the super profits generated by a single success more than 

offsets the losses from the rest of the portfolio. This speculative approach within saturated industry segments explains the level 

of asset impairment exhibited by VC. 

private equity 

PE invest in established, sector specific businesses, then leverage those businesses to acquire similar businesses and rationalize 

costs, hoping to exit if and when nominal growth and aggregate EBITDA is maximized over a 3 to 5 year period. This often 

involves sacrificing capital expenditure, innovation, and real underlying growth to service a self-inflicted debt burden.  

While private equity firms generally participate in 20% of portfolio gains, they also charge 2 to 2.5% management fees based on 

funds under management. This means that they are heavily incentivized to write large cheques, and aggregate rather than 

optimize assets, because they generate fees irrespective of investment outcome.  

While this is tempered by the need to perform in order to attract future investment commitments, global PE investment 

impairment of 27.5%  suggests that funds under management takes precedence over performance, resulting in further 

misalignment between private equity firms and their investors. 

arbitrary criterion & anecdotal research 

It is alarming that investment decisions are not based on sound financial principals or market actualities, but rather prescribed 

matrices that focus on static historical performance measures, meaningless financial thresholds, and homogenous industry data. 

And while PE and VC purport to understand management and governance, they rarely possess the hands-on operational and 

industry expertise, experience, and relationships required to evaluate whether business strategies can be delivered via investee 

supply chain, infrastructure, and distribution networks.  

This is not to say that PE and VC funds do not generate returns. Rather, the point is that the returns generated by PE and VC 

comprise numerous anecdotal assumptions and unmitigated risks, as evidenced by levels of investment impairment, and 

therefore such returns are not commensurate with the risks assumed.  

Furthermore, the opportunity cost of excluding otherwise sound, high-yielding investments based on predetermined industry 

biases or minimum transaction size is immeasurable and illogical. 

innovation, management, capital & relationships  

A better model involves selecting limited innovators, out of millions of un-serviced SMEs, and providing them with the financial 

capital, operational infrastructure, and commercial relationships required to deliver exceptional growth over a timeframe that 

optimizes return on investment. 

A diverse, actively managed portfolio of low cost-base assets fundamentally represents a superior risk to a sector skewed 

portfolio of large passive unlisted securities. And yet PE, VC, and their investors collectively embrace the latter in contradiction 

to both portfolio theory and common sense.  

PHiQ believes that investors must rethink flawed investment decision processes.  Financial capital should work in alignment with 

active and engaged investment and operational management, where appropriate risk mitigation is a fundamental part of 

generating corresponding risk adjusted returns. 

 

http://www.phiqgroup.com/capital-investment/

